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-"H-hey, wait!?"

-"Good evening!"

Hinata ignored Wakaba's confusion as she called out to the girls. e girls were just as 
confused.

-"Sorry about that. e truth is that Wakaba-chan wanted to join in on your conversation."

-"H-Hinata, what are you--!?"

-"-"What are you being so embarrassed about? You see, she wasn't thinking of giving you girls a 
warning. She was actually having a cute little inner struggle of how to join in on the 
conversation."

-"Wha? at's not--"

When Wakaba tried to deny the story, Hinata covered Wakaba's mouth.

-"Mmm! Mmm!"

e three girls were confused for a second--
BBut eventually that confusion seemed to blow away and they smiled.

-"Hmm, that kinda changes my image of Nogi-san."

-"Well, she always seems precise, and she's quite the honour student, aer all"

-"Yeah, yeah. I thought she was a scarier, stricter person!"

-"I see what you mean-- Oh, and Wakaba-chan's unsociable, so she's at a disadvantage in that 
regard, I think."

IIt was a bizarre progression of events, but Wakaba and Hinata joined the group of three girls and 
talked with them. Hinata spoke with them as familiarly as one would speak with years-long 
friends.

She had the sociability to get along with anyone, which Wakaba lacked. Because of Wakaba's over-
ly-serious nature, she felt a little disconnected with the rest of the class.

-"But she's a super cute girl on the inside. I, Uesato Hinata, can attest to that. So please get along 
with her, okay?"

-"C-c-c-c-cute...? What are you talking about!?"

Despite Wakaba glaring at her, Hinata didn't shy away and just said 'now now'.

-"Ahahah, that's so funny. Don't worry. We're already friends with Nogi-san now."

e girls smiled and said that as they saw Wakaba and Hinata's interactions.







-"Well, if you insist... hmm, then how about you help me grow my treasured image collection by 
wearing... some sort of cosplay? ... While we're at it, how about something a little 
extreme..."

Hinata muttered something improper.

Perhaps Wakaba spoke too soon... she was starting to regret her decision a little.

-"-"Well, I'll take my time to think of what I should have you do, Wakaba-chan. Anyway, for now, 
it'd be great for you to be more at ease when you talk to people in class. If you do, then everyone 
else will start to understand you and get along with you better. If you ever get 
nervous about talking to someone, I'll help you out just like I did now."

Hinata's words slowly sank into Wakaba's body.

(I can get along with everyone better... huh?)

WWakaba was a little detached from the class, but perhaps she herself had been unconsciously dis-
tancing herself from her classmates. Perhaps if she actually tried talking to people like they did 
now, it would be simple to get along with everyone.

-"Ah, but then if you get really popular, you might not care about me anymore, Wakaba-chan. 
You'll toss me out like a woman of the past, won't you... yoyoyo."

-"Wh-what are you talking about!? Of course I wouldn't do that! No matter what happens, you're 
my best friend!"

As Wakaba struggled to put together words, Hinata smiled strangely.

-"It was just a joke. Oh, Wakaba-chan--"

Suddenly, the ground shook intensely.

(is... is on a completely different scale than the other tremors...!)

e tremors made it difficult to even stand. Wakaba kept her stance lowered to prevent herself 
from falling down. Beside her, Hinata let out a small shriek as her rear fell to the ground.
Aer a few dozen seconds, the tremors settled.

-"-"at was a huge tremor, huh... Hinata, you okay?"

Wakaba held her hand out to Hinata.

But without taking her hand, Hinata just muttered with a ghostly pale look on her face.
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e moment Wakaba tried to ask what was wrong, people darted out from inside the 
kagura-den, screaming.

-"Kyaaaaaaaah!!"

-"Wh-wha-what are those monsters!?"

(Khh!)

Wakaba immediately rushed to the kagura-den. Hinata grabbed her by the hand.

-"I'm -"I'm going too."

e strange light had disappeared from Hinata's eyes, and instead, they displayed an intense 
will. Her tone of voice was rm as well.

Wakaba began to wonder what was with her bizarre state just a few seconds ago...? ere was no 
time to think about that. All that mattered now was to protect their classmates for now.

Wakaba and Hinata rushed into the kagura-den. And what they saw-- was people being eaten.

e e bizarre white creatures were eating the people who were too slow to escape with their 
mouth-like organs. eir mouths became stained red by blood and beneath their giant bodies 
were pieces of half-eaten people. Including the completely disgured remains of 
students from Wakaba's school.

-"Ah... ahh..."

A groan leaked out of Wakaba's mouth.

SShe couldn't believe the scene unfurling before her eyes. It felt too unreal. e friends she had 
been enjoyed talking to less than an hour ago were now reduced to unspeakable remains.

-"Waaaaaahhhhhhhhhhhh!!"

Wakaba rushed towards the bizarre creatures. She was driven by rage for her murdered friends 
and the sense of duty to prevent any further death. As she ran, she picked up a 
fragment of wood that had probably broken off when the roof was destroyed, and pierced the 
fragment's pointed end into one of the monsters.

BBut... for some reason, there was no feedback.

e white giant ung Wakaba away like a bug. Her small body fell onto an altar inside the 
shrine. e altar broke, sending a shock and pain through Wakaba's entire body.

-"Ugh... gh..."

Her body wouldn't move.

She moved just her head and saw the bizarre creatures looking her way.
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What the white monsters were undergoing was truly biological evolution itself, except at an ab-
normal speed.

It took billions and billions of years for life on earth to evolve from single-celled organisms to 
multi-cellular organisms. And yet it took these monsters mere minutes.

In a certain sense, those monsters could perhaps be said to surpass all life on earth. ey were 
beings like "gods" or "demons"--

One of the creatures that had conglomerated and increased in size shot out the arrow that its 
body had produced. e arrow pierced through all the people in its trajectory, wrecking the 
kagura-den at the end of its path. With just one strike, a third of the kagura-den crumbled to the 
ground.

Meanwhile, the number of the smaller monsters grew and grew, repeating the cycle of 
conglomerating and changing form, giving birth to countless numbers of the large monsters.

AAll thoughts of winning disappeared completely from Wakaba's mind. How could she win 
against countless numbers of enemies with unthinkable destructive force?

Right as her entire body threatened to collapse out of despair--

What supported her was her best friend.

-"Please don't give up, Wakaba-chan."

-"... Hinata..."

-"I won't let you and everyone die, Wakaba-chan."

HHinata spoke with a resolute, and somehow condent tone.

Hinata turned to everyone there and shouted.

-"Everyone follow me! I'll guide you to a safe place!"

Hinata then walked forth at an unfaltering pace. Her visage was calm and collected, so much so 
that it was hard to believe she was a mere 10-year-old girl.

-"Hinata, where are you...?"

-"Wakaba-chan, I need you to be the outrider."

e e current aura about her suggested she would not take no for an answer.

-"... Okay."

ere was no time for hesitation. Wakaba had no choice but to trust her friend.

-"Come with us if you want to live!"

With Wakaba and Hinata at the lead, other people followed, though confused. Wakaba cut down 
any enemies that stood in Hinata's way.

e e group lead by the two reached the shrine's honden. e honden was surrounded by gates 
and walls, and for some reason, not a single one of the white monsters had appeared within.

-"ey cannot enter here."
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--Ahh, they've stolen our world from us.

How long have they walked?

Wakaba and the rest of the refugees reached the ocean. On the other side was the homeland, 
Shikoku. e Great Bridge that connected Honshu and Shikoku remained intact in all its original 
majesty, as if to guide the people across.

* * *

ree years later-- Nogi Wakaba was now a second year in middle school.

-"Wah-kah-bah- chan~"

Wakaba snapped back to once she heard a voice from behind her.

When she turned around, she heard the sound of a camera shutter.

It was Uesato Hinata smiling with a smart-phone at the ready.

-"Got a picture... of a beautiful girl holding a sword while gazing at the ocean. One more for the 
treasured Wakaba-chan image collection."

-"-"Hi-na-tah....!"

Wakaba reached for Hinata's smart-phone, but Hinata nimbly pocketed it before she could grab 
it.

-"Heh heh heh. Now you can't reach for it, can you?"

Hinata spoke triumphantly.

(Khh... One day I'll delete Hinata's incomprehensible image collection for sure.)

Wakaba and Hinata's relationship still hasn't changed. e two of them are best of friends.

SSuddenly, Hinata put on a serious expression and turned to the sea.

-"You came here again today, huh."

-"... Yeah."

ree years ago on that day.

e bizarrely-shaped white monsters they saw that day-- which later came to be called 
"Vertexes"-- appeared all over the world and trampled humanity.

AApparently, an extremely limited number of regions-- such as parts of Nagano and Shikoku-- 
were able to escape the invasion. However, other areas no longer belonged to mankind, but could 
now be said to be under the control of the Vertexes.
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